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 NIVEL 1   Unit 2: “My  reflections  on Global  Issues”/ “Customs and Traditions  

all over the world.         

  

Activity  4: Reading Comprehension.                                         

Objectives:  

• To differentiate between statements of fact and opinion. 

• To use modal verbs: should – shouldn’t  / ought to – ought not to, to         

Express  advice and suggestion in formal way. 

Pedagogical suggestions for working at home:   Use online dictionary, textbooks, 

exercises.   

   

          I)   Reading Comprehension: 

                Read this letter: 

 

 

               

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fact : when something is true, or it really happened.                                                                      

Opinion : when something is what someone thinks or 

believes. 

 

 

Marco got a letter from his Uncle Ben, the airplane pilot. Uncle Ben has travelled all over the world. 

 Dear Marco, 

 I have to tell you about my visit to Rome. I don’t think there is any place like it in the world. It was the 

center of the ancient Roman Empire. Today, thousand-year old structures still sit side-by-side with 

modern buildings. Maybe this is why Rome is known as the “Eternal City.” I think that is a good 

description of the capital of Italy. 

 The Colosseum is right in the middle of the city. It is an enormous outdoor circular arena built of stone. 

The ancient Romans held all kind of public events there. It had seats for 50,000 people. It had 80 

entrances, so that crowds could get in and out quickly. It is mostly in ruins now. 

 Many of the young people of Rome get around on colorful motorized scooters. This makes a lot of 

sense to me, because the traffic in the streets is crazy! Most evenings the young people gather at an 

ancient structure known as the Spanish Steps. Hundreds of the scooters line the street, as their owners 

go off to hang out with their friends. The Spanish Steps have been a gathering place for centuries. 

Today, I’m sure it doesn’t hurt that right around the corner there is an American fast-food hamburger 

drive-through. 

 There are many ancient fountains in Rome. One of the most famous is the Trevi Fountain. It was 

probably made even more famous by a popular American movie about it, called “Three Coins in a 

Fountain.” People say that if you make a wish and toss a coin into this fountain, your wish will be 

granted. Of course I tossed my coin in, even though I don’t really believe in magic fountains.        

 Yours truly, 

 Uncle Ben 

 

 

 



 

 

     II)   Think what parts are : Fact or Opinion. 

          Here are some things Uncle Ben said in his letter. Which ones are facts and which 

are Uncle Ben’s opinions? Circle the word “fact” or the word “opinion”. 

 

 1. There is no place in the world like Rome.                                                 Fact opinion 

  2. Rome was the center of the ancient Roman Empire.                                Fact opinion 

 3. The ancient Colosseum still stands in the middle of the city of Rome      Fact opinion 

 4. The Colosseum had seats for 50,000 people.                                             Fact opinion 

 5. Uncle Ben took a tour of the Colosseum.                                                  Fact opinion 

 6. Rome is known as the “Eternal City.”                                                       Fact  opinion 

 7. “Eternal City” is a good description of Rome.                                          Fact  opinion 

 8. Many young people in Rome get around on motorscooters.                     Fact  opinion  

 9. Traffic in the streets of Rome is crazy.                                                      Fact  opinion 

 10. The Spanish Steps have been a gathering place for centuries.                Fact  opinion 

 11. It doesn’t hurt that around the corner from the Spanish Steps there is  

        an American fast food hamburger drive-through.                                  Fact  opinion                                                                                                                 

 12. There are many ancient fountains in Rome.                                            Fact  opinion 

 13. Trevi Fountain was probably made even more popular by an American  

        movie about it.                                                                                         Fact opinion 

 14. It is said that if you make a wish and toss a coin into the Trevi Fountain 

        your wish will be granted.                                                                       Fact opinion 

 

 

 III)       BRITISH TRADITIONS YOU MUST EXPERIENCE IN THE UK.     

               (EXTRACT) 

1) A  British Bonfire Night. 

Bonfire Night is an event that is filled with fireworks, bonfires, sparkles and 

lots of  

toffee apples !  Each year they celebrate the failed plot of Guy Fawkes in 

trying to 

blow up the House of Parliament  I 17th Century London. 

He had filled the whole cellar with hundreds of 

barrels of gunpowder and was ready 

to ignite thankfully his plan was foiled and the 

Houses of Parliament were saved! Now they 

celebrate by lighting  the” gunpowder”(eg 

fireworks) and creating a big fire. It’s held every 

year on November  the 5th . 

 

Answer the following : 

 

1) What is Bonfire Night? 

                                                                                                                                    

 

2) When is celebrated?  

 

3) How do they prepare this celebration?    

  



 

 

 

2) A Scottish Hogmanay In Winter. 

Celebrated each year on December 31st, Hogmanay is a Scottish tradition 

that has become famous around the world! Head to Cities like, Edimburgh, 

Glasgow or Aberdeen for some awesome celebrations. 

Expect lots of music, whiskey, street- parties and singing to “Auld Lang 

Syne” (a scot poem by Robert Buns). Many Hogmanay events now charge 

and entry to partake in the festivals . 

             Answer the following: 

1) What is Hogmanay?           

                                                                               

 

2) Which cites are participing? 

 

 

3) Name of the poem. 

 

 

 

  IV)    Welsh Wedding Ceremonies 

According to Welsh wedding tradition, a man should carve a wooden spoon and 

give it to the woman he loves. If she wears it, that means they are engaged. 

Another wedding custom in Wales suggests that brides should be kidnapped by 

their families shortly before their wedding day, so if the groom comes and rescues 

her, that means they will be married. 

Welsh brides also put myrtles (a flower) in their bouquet, because it symbolizes 

love. The bridesmaids receive a cutting of the myrtle and, if they plant it and see it 

bloom, they will also marry soon. 

   

1.Welsh men should __________ a wooden spoon for their engagement. 

A. carve 

B. cut 

C. sculpt 

 



 2.What will happen to the Welsh bridesmaid if her myrtle cutting blooms? 

D. she will never get married 

E. she will get married soon 

F. she will have many children 

 

  V) Dialogue: 

         Maria: You should go to Mexico City.                                               

         And you shouldn’t miss the Mayan Ruins. 

          They are very interesting. David: Great! I can’t wait to go there. 

Should / Ought to : Both are used to express advice, obligation or duty. 

Should: is used when we want to express our subjective opinion (what I want) 

Example: You should call your mother more often. 

Ought to: is used when we want to express an objective truth (what is necessary 

                   and can not be avoid.) 

Example: According to this road sign, they ought to stop here. 

1) Choose the correct option: should / ought to. 

a) They ___________  follow the rules, or they will get the consequences. 

b) The doctor suggest you __________ not eat so much meat. 

c) I think you ____________ study more than you do. 

d) According to the laws, dogs ________ not __________ enter the building. 
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